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GROUP PRESIDENT MESSAGE
We are delighted to publish our report "GCC personal luxury in 2021:
A story of early recovery and growth"; with a deep dive on KSA.
In partnership with the Fashion Commission, we are bringing together
to the industry proprietary insights and data to support regional and
international brands and businesses.
Today’s GCC luxury customers are young, digital natives and hyper
informed. They are in search of meaningful brands and personalised
experiences, and like experimentation, newness, and uniqueness.
We are seeing the rise of local creative talents and passionate designers
from the region with disruptive and innovative ideas. To resonate with
local consumers, international brands are creating capsule collections,
exclusives, and GCC-first launches with localisation in mind.
With over 65 years of presence in the GCC region, Chalhoub Group
has always contributed and supported the community. The Group has
invested in understanding the market, the consumers and the partners
through its Intelligence team positioned at the beginning of the funnel
to spot and identify shifts and new trends in the industry.

PATRICK CHALHOUB

Group President, Chalhoub Group
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2021 GCC PERSONAL LUXURY MARKET

GCC Luxury market in 2021 has shown an early
recovery to pre-covid levels, ending the year at
$9.7Bn, an increase of +23% vs. 2019

+23%
2019

2020

2021

$7.9Bn

$6.8Bn

$9.7Bn

GCC personal luxury market size

+6%

+11%

+25%

+39%

BEAUTY

WATCHES

JEWELLERY

FASHION

GCC personal luxury market size by category
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key drivers

of market growth
in 2021

NEW LUXURY CONSUMER

GCC luxury consumers are constantly evolving – a true reflection of their surroundings
H I S T O R I C A L LY

TO DAY

Spontaneous shoppers
Sticking to what they know
Keen to fit in
Wary of e-commerce
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Researched & informed shoppers
Experimenting beyond mainstream
Looking to stand out
Comfortable with e-commerce

SPEND REPATRIATION

Consumers are keen on buying in the
region, however with certain expectations
from the brands

Local consumers today spend 60%
of their luxury spending in country,
a significant increase compared to
pre-Covid

60%

UAE

40%

37%

KSA

Drivers for shopping more locally:
Travel restrictions & border closures
Improved availability of brands
& stock levels

LIMITED EDITION PIECES

33%

MIDDLE EAST COLLECTIONS

31%

Top 2 features that can help a premium/luxury
fashion brand differentiate itself from the rest
according to consumers

Elevated customer service
Strong efforts on clientelling
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LOCAL EVENTS

Global brands have been focusing
on the region via collaborations,
dedicated collections & events
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PERSONALISATION

ABROAD

Repatriation of spending on luxury
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40%

SOURCE: Chalhoub Group Proprietary Consumer Studies

IN COUNTRY

LIMITED EDITION PIECES

RETAIL DEVELOPMENTS

The retail scene has seen a lot of activity
in 2021, and is expected to continue
evolving in the next few years

TOURISM RECOVERY

-56%
2019

2021

16.7M

7.3M

2021

KSA

22%

15%

RUSSIA

7%

10%

4%

5%

INDIA

12%

INDIA

13%

KSA

9%

KSA

7%

UK

UK

7%

RUSSIA

6%

EGYPT

Dubai visitors and top 3 origin countries
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2019

SOURCE: DTCM, Mastercard Global Destinations Cities Index,, Chalhoub Group
POS Data analysis (excl. e-commerce and payments in cash)

In 2021, UAE tourism has not fully recovered, yet these fewer tourists seem to be
spending more on luxury

2%

4%

Contribution of visitors by nationality in
Chalhoub Group UAE sales

e-commerce GROWTH

Consumers are becoming more
comfortable with shopping luxury
online, with rising expectations
particularly on last mile

Prestige beauty and high-end fashion
e-commerce remain strong at 11% and
15% share, respectively in the GCC
Top 3 players
HIGH-END FASHION
Farfetch
Ounass
NAP
PRESTIGE BEAUTY
Boutiqaat
Sephora
Namshi

SAME DAY DELIVERY

41%

CASH ON DELIVERY

37%

PRODUCT REVIEWS

32%

Top 3 features that can help enhance your
online shopping experience

High-end fashion outperformed 2019 by
+39%, with performance driven mainly
by the absolute luxury segment at +55%

2019

2020

2021

$1.5Bn

Prestige beauty market is worth $1.58Bn,
growing at +6% vs. 2019. Make-up is the
only segment that didn’t recover vs. 2019

Watches & jewellery market is worth
$3.9Bn and growing at +16% vs. 2019
after dropping by -16% in 2020
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2019

2020

+6%

2021

$3.9Bn
2019

+39%

2020

SOURCE: Chalhoub Group Intelligence

$4.2Bn

+16%

2021

KSA LUXURY MARKET DEEP DIVE

FASHION COMMISSION CEO MESSAGE

“

Our mission is to develop a thriving fashion ecosystem in KSA to uphold Saudi heritage,
promote local talent, designers and brands, and also attract international brands to the
Kingdom. We have already started executing key projects including the Saudi 100 Brands
programme that attracted 1400 applications from Saudi brands and it was tailored to
mentor local talents.
Going forward, we will continue to drive investments and build regulatory frameworks
to catalyse Saudi Arabia’s vision to emerge as a leading regional fashion hub.
In doing so, strategic collaborations with leading private sector entities like Chalhoub
Group will play a pivotal role to grow the fashion industry and publish intelligence and
insights reports, such as the GCC Personal Luxury Report. Such collaborations will
ultimately benefit the regional fashion industry, nurture local talents and support the
growth of retail.
BURAK CAKMAK

CEO of Fashion Commission
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of Saudi personal
luxury market growth

REPATRIATION OF DEMAND

In 2021-2020 with Saudis not
travelling and developing new
purchase patterns locally
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LOCALIZED ACTIVITES & EVENTS

(e.g. Dior Sauvage in Al-Ula,
Cartier, …)

SOURCE: Chalhoub Group Intelligence
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key drivers

INCREASED SPENDING ON LUXURY

Women now make up 33% of Saudi's
labor force (nearly double what it
was five years ago), contributing to a
higher spend on luxury goods
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RETAIL LANDSCAPE & ‘RETAILTAINMENT’

A boiling retail landscape with new
stores, pop-ups & brands (e.g. Christian
Dior pop-up in Kingdom Center), as
well as emerging ‘retailtainment’ (e.g.
Riyadh Boulevard)
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e-commerce ACCELERATION

Consumer who has become more
familiar with online purchasing,
and major online players investing
in the country by opening
warehouses (Ounass, Boutiqaat)

THE FUTURE OF LUXURY IN THE GCC

GCC luxury market is projected to reach $11Bn in
2023, growing at a CAGR of +7% for 2021-2023

+7%
2021

2022F

2023F

$9.7Bn

$10-10.9Bn

$10.3-11.6Bn

GCC personal luxury market forecast for 2022-2023

Growth will be fuelled by factors such as:
Growth in KSA through local spending
Return of international tourists in the UAE, including
Chinese & African travelers
New luxury consumers with growing appetite to purchase
Development of new categories: e,g. wellness & skincare
e-commerce acceleration, particularly brands.com

… however, with certain risks such as consumer focus on
experiences as opposed to goods with the pandemic
measures further relaxing and KSA entertainment offering
growing, travel rebound, inflationary pressures,
uncertainty due to global geo-political situation and
supply-chain challenges

Expected growth by segment

Drivers for growth

HIGH-END FASHION
Premiumisation of KSA
GCC focused events

+3-9%

New retail developments
Brand investments in stores and experiences
Collection diversiﬁcation
New brands (global & local)

PRESTIGE BEAUTY
Premiumisation of KSA

+4-9%

Localised brand integration
New retail developments
e-commerce acceleration
New categories growth (skincare, clean beauty, haircare, etc.)

WATCHES & JEWELLERY
Afﬂuent population of locals

+3-8%

New distribution (KSA & Kuwait)
New retail & concept development
Competitive pricing
Status-conscious luxury buyers

Disclaimer: This document may contain certain forward-looking statements which are based on certain assumptions, estimations and
forecasts, and/or which may not directly relate to a historical or current fact. The forward-looking statements should be used with caution
and circumspection and in no event can Chalhoub Group and/or its Management be held responsible for any investment or other decision
based upon such statements. The information in this document does not constitute an invitation or inducement to engage in any
investment activities.
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